VENETIAN 6X6|9 8CM

PRODUCT NUMBER # 247

Riven stone surfaces and chamferless
edges create the striking shadowlines
and textures of dimensioned flagstone
Designed to be installed in a Muster-K
(a.k.a. T or I) pattern having two Recs for
each Square
Suitable for heavy vehicular applications,
such as municipal streets and minor
arterials, with proper pavement design
and installation
Joints and surfaces are designed to
create a natural look, minimize furniture
wobble, and meet ADA gap and lippage
requirements
Made of durable concrete that won't
decay, distort, or attract pests. Iron oxide
pigments won't fade with extended UV
exposure. Meets or exceeds applicable
requirements of ASTM C936 and C1782

The Venetian series creates dramatic and dynamic interaction with sunlight through its cleft and chamferless surfaces, which evoke the
timeless appeal of cut flagstone. Venetian is available in an extensive range of paver sizes and heights to suit a variety of traffic conditions
and base preparations. Many Venetian shapes are suitable for Rumbling, which weathers the paver stones by breaking and softening edges
and corners.

STONE(S)

PALLET LAYOUT

Height

Length

Width

Units

6x6

6x9

in

In.

3.15

3.15

mm

MM.

80

80

in

IN.

5.91

8.86

mm

MM

150

225

in

IN

5.91

5.91

mm

MM

150

150

/pl

QTY

80

160

NOTES
Weights are approximate and do not include shipping pallet. Installation to
applicable ICPI standards is required for warranty coverage. Made with natural
materials, which vary in color, and Portland cement, which may effloresce - any
implied warranty to the contrary is disclaimed.

PALLET SPECS
Pallet Weight

2856 lbs

Sq Ft/Pallet

76 sq.ft.

www.pavestone.com

VENETIAN 6X12 8CM

PRODUCT NUMBER # 248

Riven stone surfaces and chamferless
edges create the striking shadowlines
and textures of dimensioned flagstone
Versatile 2:1 shape easily forms stacked,
runner, basketweave, and herringbone
patterns
Suitable for medium vehicular
applications, such as residential streets
and commercial parking lots, with proper
pavement design and installation
Joints and surfaces are designed to
create a natural look, minimize furniture
wobble, and meet ADA gap and lippage
requirements
Made of durable concrete that won't
decay, distort, or attract pests. Iron oxide
pigments won't fade with extended UV
exposure. Meets or exceeds applicable
requirements of ASTM C936 and C1782

The Venetian series creates dramatic and dynamic interaction with sunlight through its cleft and chamferless surfaces, which evoke the
timeless appeal of cut flagstone. Venetian is available in an extensive range of paver sizes and heights to suit a variety of traffic conditions
and base preparations. Many Venetian shapes are suitable for Rumbling, which weathers the paver stones by breaking and softening edges
and corners.

STONE(S)

PALLET LAYOUT
6x12
Height

Length

Width

Units

in

In.

3.15

mm

MM.

80

in

IN.

11.81

mm

MM

300

in

IN

5.91

mm

MM

150

/pl

QTY

160

NOTES
Weights are approximate and do not include shipping pallet. Installation to
applicable ICPI standards is required for warranty coverage. Made with natural
materials, which vary in color, and Portland cement, which may effloresce - any
implied warranty to the contrary is disclaimed.

PALLET SPECS
Pallet Weight

2848 lbs

Sq Ft/Pallet

77 sq.ft.

www.pavestone.com

VENETIAN 12X12 8CM

PRODUCT NUMBER # 249

Riven stone surfaces and chamferless
edges create the striking shadowlines
and textures of dimensioned flagstone
Square shape easily forms stacked and
runner patterns
Suitable for medium vehicular
applications, such as residential streets
and commercial parking lots, with proper
pavement design and installation
Joints and surfaces are designed to
create a natural look, minimize furniture
wobble, and meet ADA gap and lippage
requirements
Made of durable concrete that won't
decay, distort, or attract pests. Iron oxide
pigments won't fade with extended UV
exposure. Meets or exceeds applicable
requirements of ASTM C936 and C1782

The Venetian series creates dramatic and dynamic interaction with sunlight through its cleft and chamferless surfaces, which evoke the
timeless appeal of cut flagstone. Venetian is available in an extensive range of paver sizes and heights to suit a variety of traffic conditions
and base preparations. Many Venetian shapes are suitable for Rumbling, which weathers the paver stones by breaking and softening edges
and corners.

PALLET LAYOUT

STONE(S)
12x12
Height

Length

Width

Units

in

In.

3.15

mm

MM.

80

in

IN.

11.81

mm

MM

300

in

IN

11.81

mm

MM

300

/pl

QTY

96

NOTES
Weights are approximate and do not include shipping pallet. Installation to
applicable ICPI standards is required for warranty coverage. Made with natural
materials, which vary in color, and Portland cement, which may effloresce - any
implied warranty to the contrary is disclaimed.

PALLET SPECS
Pallet Weight

3436 lbs

Sq Ft/Pallet

96 sq.ft.

www.pavestone.com

VENETIAN 6X6 4.5CM

PRODUCT NUMBER # 251

Riven stone surfaces and chamferless
edges create the striking shadowlines
and textures of dimensioned flagstone
Square shape easily forms stacked and
runner patterns
Suitable for light vehicular applications,
such as residential driveways and parking
stalls, with proper pavement design and
installation
Joints and surfaces are designed to
create a natural look, minimize furniture
wobble, and meet ADA gap and lippage
requirements
Made of durable concrete that won't
decay, distort, or attract pests. Iron oxide
pigments won't fade with extended UV
exposure

The Venetian series creates dramatic and dynamic interaction with sunlight through its cleft and chamferless surfaces, which evoke the
timeless appeal of cut flagstone. Venetian is available in an extensive range of paver sizes and heights to suit a variety of traffic conditions
and base preparations. Many Venetian shapes are suitable for Rumbling, which weathers the paver stones by breaking and softening edges
and corners.

PALLET LAYOUT

STONE(S)
6x6
Height

Length

Width

Units

in

In.

1.77

mm

MM.

45

in

IN.

5.91

mm

MM

150

in

IN

5.91

mm

MM

150

/pl

QTY

672

NOTES
Weights are approximate and do not include shipping pallet. Installation to
applicable ICPI standards is required for warranty coverage. Made with natural
materials, which vary in color, and Portland cement, which may effloresce - any
implied warranty to the contrary is disclaimed.

PALLET SPECS
Pallet Weight

3360 lbs

Sq Ft/Pallet

161 sq.ft.

www.pavestone.com

VENETIAN 6X9 4.5CM

PRODUCT NUMBER # 252

Riven stone surfaces and chamferless
edges create the striking shadowlines
and textures of dimensioned flagstone
Versatile 3:2 shape easily forms stacked,
runner, and herringbone patterns
Suitable for light vehicular applications,
such as residential driveways and parking
stalls, with proper pavement design and
installation
Joints and surfaces are designed to
create a natural look, minimize furniture
wobble, and meet ADA gap and lippage
requirements
Made of durable concrete that won't
decay, distort, or attract pests. Iron oxide
pigments won't fade with extended UV
exposure

The Venetian series creates dramatic and dynamic interaction with sunlight through its cleft and chamferless surfaces, which evoke the
timeless appeal of cut flagstone. Venetian is available in an extensive range of paver sizes and heights to suit a variety of traffic conditions
and base preparations. Many Venetian shapes are suitable for Rumbling, which weathers the paver stones by breaking and softening edges
and corners.

PALLET LAYOUT

STONE(S)
6x9
Height

Length

Width

Units

in

In.

1.77

mm

MM.

45

in

IN.

8.86

mm

MM

225

in

IN

5.91

mm

MM

150

/pl

QTY

420

NOTES
Weights are approximate and do not include shipping pallet. Installation to
applicable ICPI standards is required for warranty coverage. Made with natural
materials, which vary in color, and Portland cement, which may effloresce - any
implied warranty to the contrary is disclaimed.

PALLET SPECS
Pallet Weight

3150 lbs

Sq Ft/Pallet

153 sq.ft.

www.pavestone.com

VENETIAN 6X6 6CM

PRODUCT NUMBER # 254

Riven stone surfaces and chamferless
edges create the striking shadowlines
and textures of dimensioned flagstone
Square shape easily forms stacked and
runner patterns
Suitable for medium vehicular
applications, such as residential streets
and commercial parking lots, with proper
pavement design and installation
Joints and surfaces are designed to
create a natural look, minimize furniture
wobble, and meet ADA gap and lippage
requirements
Made of durable concrete that won't
decay, distort, or attract pests. Iron oxide
pigments won't fade with extended UV
exposure. Meets or exceeds applicable
requirements of ASTM C936 and C1782

The Venetian series creates dramatic and dynamic interaction with sunlight through its cleft and chamferless surfaces, which evoke the
timeless appeal of cut flagstone. Venetian is available in an extensive range of paver sizes and heights to suit a variety of traffic conditions
and base preparations. Many Venetian shapes are suitable for Rumbling, which weathers the paver stones by breaking and softening edges
and corners.

PALLET LAYOUT

STONE(S)
6x6
Height

Length

Width

Units

in

In.

2.36

mm

MM.

60

in

IN.

5.91

mm

MM

150

in

IN

5.91

mm

MM

150

/pl

QTY

480

NOTES
Weights are approximate and do not include shipping pallet. Installation to
applicable ICPI standards is required for warranty coverage. Made with natural
materials, which vary in color, and Portland cement, which may effloresce - any
implied warranty to the contrary is disclaimed.

PALLET SPECS
Pallet Weight

3080 lbs

Sq Ft/Pallet

115 sq.ft.

www.pavestone.com

VENETIAN 6X9 6CM

PRODUCT NUMBER # 255

Riven stone surfaces and chamferless
edges create the striking shadowlines
and textures of dimensioned flagstone
Versatile 3:2 shape easily forms stacked,
runner, and herringbone patterns
Suitable for medium vehicular
applications, such as residential streets
and commercial parking lots, with proper
pavement design and installation
Joints and surfaces are designed to
create a natural look, minimize furniture
wobble, and meet ADA gap and lippage
requirements
Made of durable concrete that won't
decay, distort, or attract pests. Iron oxide
pigments won't fade with extended UV
exposure. Meets or exceeds applicable
requirements of ASTM C936 and C1782

The Venetian series creates dramatic and dynamic interaction with sunlight through its cleft and chamferless surfaces, which evoke the
timeless appeal of cut flagstone. Venetian is available in an extensive range of paver sizes and heights to suit a variety of traffic conditions
and base preparations. Many Venetian shapes are suitable for Rumbling, which weathers the paver stones by breaking and softening edges
and corners.

PALLET LAYOUT

STONE(S)
6x9
Height

Length

Width

Units

in

In.

2.36

mm

MM.

60

in

IN.

8.86

mm

MM

225

in

IN

5.91

mm

MM

150

/pl

QTY

300

NOTES
Weights are approximate and do not include shipping pallet. Installation to
applicable ICPI standards is required for warranty coverage. Made with natural
materials, which vary in color, and Portland cement, which may effloresce - any
implied warranty to the contrary is disclaimed.

PALLET SPECS
Pallet Weight

2900 lbs

Sq Ft/Pallet

108 sq.ft.

www.pavestone.com

VENETIAN 6X6|9 4.5CM

PRODUCT NUMBER # 262

Riven stone surfaces and chamferless
edges create the striking shadowlines
and textures of dimensioned flagstone
Designed to be installed in a random
runner or ashlar pattern, with stones of
various, modulating lengths and widths
Suitable for light vehicular applications,
such as residential driveways and parking
stalls, with proper pavement design and
installation
Joints and surfaces are designed to
create a natural look, minimize furniture
wobble, and meet ADA gap and lippage
requirements
Made of durable concrete that won't
decay, distort, or attract pests. Iron oxide
pigments won't fade with extended UV
exposure

The Venetian series creates dramatic and dynamic interaction with sunlight through its cleft and chamferless surfaces, which evoke the
timeless appeal of cut flagstone. Venetian is available in an extensive range of paver sizes and heights to suit a variety of traffic conditions
and base preparations. Many Venetian shapes are suitable for Rumbling, which weathers the paver stones by breaking and softening edges
and corners.

STONE(S)

PALLET LAYOUT

Height

Length

Width

Units

6x6

6x9

in

In.

1.77

1.77

mm

MM.

45

45

in

IN.

5.91

8.86

mm

MM

150

225

in

IN

5.91

5.91

mm

MM

150

150

/pl

QTY

140

280

NOTES
Weights are approximate and do not include shipping pallet. Installation to
applicable ICPI standards is required for warranty coverage. Made with natural
materials, which vary in color, and Portland cement, which may effloresce - any
implied warranty to the contrary is disclaimed.

PALLET SPECS
Pallet Weight

2800 lbs

Sq Ft/Pallet

133 sq.ft.

www.pavestone.com

VENETIAN 12X18 6CM

PRODUCT NUMBER # 265

Riven stone surfaces and chamferless
edges create the striking shadowlines
and textures of dimensioned flagstone
Versatile 3:2 shape easily forms stacked,
runner, and herringbone patterns
Suitable for behind-curb, pedestrian
applications, such as patios and
sidewalks, with proper pavement design
and installation
Joints and surfaces are designed to
create a natural look, minimize furniture
wobble, and meet ADA gap and lippage
requirements
Made of durable concrete that won't
decay, distort, or attract pests. Iron oxide
pigments won't fade with extended UV
exposure. Meets or exceeds applicable
requirements of ASTM C936 and C1782

The Venetian series creates dramatic and dynamic interaction with sunlight through its cleft and chamferless surfaces, which evoke the
timeless appeal of cut flagstone. Venetian is available in an extensive range of paver sizes and heights to suit a variety of traffic conditions
and base preparations. Many Venetian shapes are suitable for Rumbling, which weathers the paver stones by breaking and softening edges
and corners.

PALLET LAYOUT

STONE(S)
12x18
Height

Length

Width

Units

in

In.

2.36

mm

MM.

60

in

IN.

17.72

mm

MM

450

in

IN

11.81

mm

MM

300

/pl

QTY

60

NOTES
Weights are approximate and do not include shipping pallet. Installation to
applicable ICPI standards is required for warranty coverage. Made with natural
materials, which vary in color, and Portland cement, which may effloresce - any
implied warranty to the contrary is disclaimed.

PALLET SPECS
Pallet Weight

2436 lbs

Sq Ft/Pallet

87 sq.ft.

www.pavestone.com

VENETIAN 6X6|9 6CM

PRODUCT NUMBER # 267

Riven stone surfaces and chamferless
edges create the striking shadowlines
and textures of dimensioned flagstone
Designed to be installed in a Muster-K
(a.k.a. T or I) pattern having two Recs for
each Square
Suitable for medium vehicular
applications, such as residential streets
and commercial parking lots, with proper
pavement design and installation
Joints and surfaces are designed to
create a natural look, minimize furniture
wobble, and meet ADA gap and lippage
requirements
Made of durable concrete that won't
decay, distort, or attract pests. Iron oxide
pigments won't fade with extended UV
exposure. Meets or exceeds applicable
requirements of ASTM C936 and C1782

The Venetian series creates dramatic and dynamic interaction with sunlight through its cleft and chamferless surfaces, which evoke the
timeless appeal of cut flagstone. Venetian is available in an extensive range of paver sizes and heights to suit a variety of traffic conditions
and base preparations. Many Venetian shapes are suitable for Rumbling, which weathers the paver stones by breaking and softening edges
and corners.

STONE(S)

PALLET LAYOUT

Height

Length

Width

Units

6x6

6x9

in

In.

2.36

2.36

mm

MM.

60

60

in

IN.

5.91

8.86

mm

MM

150

225

in

IN

5.91

5.91

mm

MM

150

150

/pl

QTY

100

200

NOTES
Weights are approximate and do not include shipping pallet. Installation to
applicable ICPI standards is required for warranty coverage. Made with natural
materials, which vary in color, and Portland cement, which may effloresce - any
implied warranty to the contrary is disclaimed.

PALLET SPECS
Pallet Weight

2660 lbs

Sq Ft/Pallet

95 sq.ft.

www.pavestone.com

VENETIAN 6X6|9 6CM

PRODUCT NUMBER # 267Z

Riven stone surfaces and chamferless
edges create the striking shadowlines
and textures of dimensioned flagstone
Designed to be installed in a Muster-K
(a.k.a. T or I) pattern having two Recs for
each Square
Suitable for medium vehicular
applications, such as residential streets
and commercial parking lots, with proper
pavement design and installation
Joints and surfaces are designed to
create a natural look, minimize furniture
wobble, and meet ADA gap and lippage
requirements
Made of durable concrete that won't
decay, distort, or attract pests. Iron oxide
pigments won't fade with extended UV
exposure. Meets or exceeds applicable
requirements of ASTM C936 and C1782

The Venetian series creates dramatic and dynamic interaction with sunlight through its cleft and chamferless surfaces, which evoke the
timeless appeal of cut flagstone. Venetian is available in an extensive range of paver sizes and heights to suit a variety of traffic conditions
and base preparations. Many Venetian shapes are suitable for Rumbling, which weathers the paver stones by breaking and softening edges
and corners.

STONE(S)

PALLET LAYOUT

Height

Length

Width

Units

6x6

6x9

in

In.

2.36

2.36

mm

MM.

60

60

in

IN.

5.91

8.86

mm

MM

150

225

in

IN

5.91

5.91

mm

MM

150

150

/pl

QTY

120

240

NOTES
Weights are approximate and do not include shipping pallet. Installation to
applicable ICPI standards is required for warranty coverage. Made with natural
materials, which vary in color, and Portland cement, which may effloresce - any
implied warranty to the contrary is disclaimed.

PALLET SPECS
Pallet Weight

3192 lbs

Sq Ft/Pallet

114 sq.ft.

www.pavestone.com

VENETIAN 6X9 6CM

PRODUCT NUMBER # 268

Riven stone surfaces and chamferless
edges create the striking shadowlines
and textures of dimensioned flagstone
Versatile 3:2 shape easily forms stacked,
runner, and herringbone patterns
Suitable for medium vehicular
applications, such as residential streets
and commercial parking lots, with proper
pavement design and installation
Joints and surfaces are designed to
create a natural look, minimize furniture
wobble, and meet ADA gap and lippage
requirements
Made of durable concrete that won't
decay, distort, or attract pests. Iron oxide
pigments won't fade with extended UV
exposure. Meets or exceeds applicable
requirements of ASTM C936 and C1782

The Venetian series creates dramatic and dynamic interaction with sunlight through its cleft and chamferless surfaces, which evoke the
timeless appeal of cut flagstone. Venetian is available in an extensive range of paver sizes and heights to suit a variety of traffic conditions
and base preparations. Many Venetian shapes are suitable for Rumbling, which weathers the paver stones by breaking and softening edges
and corners.

PALLET LAYOUT

STONE(S)
6x9
Height

Length

Width

Units

in

In.

2.36

mm

MM.

60

in

IN.

8.86

mm

MM

225

in

IN

5.91

mm

MM

150

/pl

QTY

250

NOTES
Weights are approximate and do not include shipping pallet. Installation to
applicable ICPI standards is required for warranty coverage. Made with natural
materials, which vary in color, and Portland cement, which may effloresce - any
implied warranty to the contrary is disclaimed.

PALLET SPECS
Pallet Weight

2520 lbs

Sq Ft/Pallet

90 sq.ft.

www.pavestone.com

VENETIAN 6X12 6CM

PRODUCT NUMBER # 269

Riven stone surfaces and chamferless
edges create the striking shadowlines
and textures of dimensioned flagstone
Versatile 2:1 shape easily forms stacked,
runner, basketweave, and herringbone
patterns
Suitable for light vehicular applications,
such as residential driveways and parking
stalls, with proper pavement design and
installation
Joints and surfaces are designed to
create a natural look, minimize furniture
wobble, and meet ADA gap and lippage
requirements
Made of durable concrete that won't
decay, distort, or attract pests. Iron oxide
pigments won't fade with extended UV
exposure. Meets or exceeds applicable
requirements of ASTM C936 and C1782

The Venetian series creates dramatic and dynamic interaction with sunlight through its cleft and chamferless surfaces, which evoke the
timeless appeal of cut flagstone. Venetian is available in an extensive range of paver sizes and heights to suit a variety of traffic conditions
and base preparations. Many Venetian shapes are suitable for Rumbling, which weathers the paver stones by breaking and softening edges
and corners.

STONE(S)

PALLET LAYOUT
6x12
Height

Length

Width

Units

in

In.

2.36

mm

MM.

60

in

IN.

11.81

mm

MM

300

in

IN

5.91

mm

MM

150

/pl

QTY

200

NOTES
Weights are approximate and do not include shipping pallet. Installation to
applicable ICPI standards is required for warranty coverage. Made with natural
materials, which vary in color, and Portland cement, which may effloresce - any
implied warranty to the contrary is disclaimed.

PALLET SPECS
Pallet Weight

2688 lbs

Sq Ft/Pallet

96 sq.ft.

www.pavestone.com

VENETIAN 6X12 6CM

PRODUCT NUMBER # 269Z

Riven stone surfaces and chamferless
edges create the striking shadowlines
and textures of dimensioned flagstone
Versatile 2:1 shape easily forms stacked,
runner, basketweave, and herringbone
patterns
Suitable for light vehicular applications,
such as residential driveways and parking
stalls, with proper pavement design and
installation
Joints and surfaces are designed to
create a natural look, minimize furniture
wobble, and meet ADA gap and lippage
requirements
Made of durable concrete that won't
decay, distort, or attract pests. Iron oxide
pigments won't fade with extended UV
exposure. Meets or exceeds applicable
requirements of ASTM C936 and C1782

The Venetian series creates dramatic and dynamic interaction with sunlight through its cleft and chamferless surfaces, which evoke the
timeless appeal of cut flagstone. Venetian is available in an extensive range of paver sizes and heights to suit a variety of traffic conditions
and base preparations. Many Venetian shapes are suitable for Rumbling, which weathers the paver stones by breaking and softening edges
and corners.

STONE(S)

PALLET LAYOUT
6x12
Height

Length

Width

Units

in

In.

2.36

mm

MM.

60

in

IN.

11.81

mm

MM

300

in

IN

5.91

mm

MM

150

/pl

QTY

240

NOTES
Weights are approximate and do not include shipping pallet. Installation to
applicable ICPI standards is required for warranty coverage. Made with natural
materials, which vary in color, and Portland cement, which may effloresce - any
implied warranty to the contrary is disclaimed.

PALLET SPECS
Pallet Weight

3220 lbs

Sq Ft/Pallet

115 sq.ft.

www.pavestone.com

VENETIAN 12X12 6CM

PRODUCT NUMBER # 270

Riven stone surfaces and chamferless
edges create the striking shadowlines
and textures of dimensioned flagstone
Square shape easily forms stacked and
runner patterns
Suitable for light vehicular applications,
such as residential driveways and parking
stalls, with proper pavement design and
installation
Joints and surfaces are designed to
create a natural look, minimize furniture
wobble, and meet ADA gap and lippage
requirements
Made of durable concrete that won't
decay, distort, or attract pests. Iron oxide
pigments won't fade with extended UV
exposure. Meets or exceeds applicable
requirements of ASTM C936 and C1782

The Venetian series creates dramatic and dynamic interaction with sunlight through its cleft and chamferless surfaces, which evoke the
timeless appeal of cut flagstone. Venetian is available in an extensive range of paver sizes and heights to suit a variety of traffic conditions
and base preparations. Many Venetian shapes are suitable for Rumbling, which weathers the paver stones by breaking and softening edges
and corners.

PALLET LAYOUT

STONE(S)
12x12
Height

Length

Width

Units

in

In.

2.36

mm

MM.

60

in

IN.

11.81

mm

MM

300

in

IN

11.81

mm

MM

300

/pl

QTY

120

NOTES
Weights are approximate and do not include shipping pallet. Installation to
applicable ICPI standards is required for warranty coverage. Made with natural
materials, which vary in color, and Portland cement, which may effloresce - any
implied warranty to the contrary is disclaimed.

PALLET SPECS
Pallet Weight

3204 lbs

Sq Ft/Pallet

120 sq.ft.

www.pavestone.com

VENETIAN FLAG 6CM

PRODUCT NUMBER # 369

Riven stone surfaces and chamferless
edges create the striking shadowlines
and textures of split flagstone
Designed to be installed in a Cairo
pentagonal pattern
Suitable for behind-curb, pedestrian
applications, such as patios and
sidewalks, with proper pavement design
and installation
Joints and surfaces are designed to
create a natural look, minimize furniture
wobble, and meet ADA gap and lippage
requirements
Made of durable concrete that won't
decay, distort, or attract pests. Iron oxide
pigments won't fade with extended UV
exposure. Meets or exceeds applicable
requirements of ASTM C936 and C1782

The Venetian Flag creates dramatic and dynamic interaction with sunlight through its cleft and chamferless surfaces, which evoke the
timeless appeal of split flagstone. Far easier to install than competing products, Venetian Flag self-terminates on a 2 foot grid - both inside
and outside corners are formed with no cuts. Venetian Flag can also form a 4 foot wide walkway with no cuts, and its half stones combine
to form a whole stone which is absorbed into larger fields.

PALLET LAYOUT

STONE(S)

Height

in

In.

mm MM.

Length in

Width

IN.

B

C

D

E

2.36

2.36

2.36

2.36

2.36

60

60

60

60

60

24

24

24

12

12

mm MM

609.6 609.6 609.6 304.8 304.8

in

18

IN

mm MM

Units

A

/pl

18

18

18

18

457.2 457.2 457.2 457.2 457.2

QTY 10

10

10

10

10

NOTES
Weights are approximate and do not include shipping pallet. Installation to
applicable ICPI standards is required for warranty coverage. Made with natural
materials, which vary in color, and Portland cement, which may effloresce - any
implied warranty to the contrary is disclaimed.

PALLET SPECS
Pallet Weight

2240 lbs

Sq Ft/Pallet

80 sq.ft.

www.pavestone.com

